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The usefulness of Gel Bolus phantom was investigated by comparing the temperature distribution characteristic 

of the agar phantom produced to investigate the dose distribution characteristic of radiofrequency hyperthermia 

device with that of the Gel Bolus phantom under conditions similar to those of an agar phantom that can 

continuously carry out temperature measurement. The temperatures of the agar phantom and the Gel Bolus 

phantom were raised to 36.5±3oC and a temperature sensing was inserted at depths of 5, 10, and 15 cm from 

the phantom central axis. The temperature increase rate and the coefficient of determination were analyzed while 

applying output powers of 100 W and 150 W, respectively, at intervals of 1 min for 60 min under conditions 

where the indoor temperature was in the range 24.5∼27.5oC, humidity was 35∼40%, internal cooling 

temperature of the electrode was 20oC, size of the upper electrode was 250 mm, and the size of the lower 

electrode was 250 mm. The coefficients of determination of 150 W output power at the depth point of 5 cm 

from the central axis of the phantom were analyzed to be 0.9946 and 0.9926 in the agar and Gel Bolus phantoms, 

respectively; moreover, the temperature change equation of the agar and Gel Bolus phantoms with time can 

be expressed as follows in the state the phantom temperature is raised to 36oC: Y(G) is equation of Gel Bolus 

phantoms (in 5 cm depth) applying output power of 150 W. Y(G)=0.157X＋36. It can be seen that if the 

temperature is measured in this case, the Gel Bolus phantom value can be converted to the measured value 

of the agar phantom. As a result of comparing the temperature distribution characteristics of the agar phantom 

of a human-body-equivalent material with those of the Gel Bolus phantom that can be continuously used, the 

usefulness of Gel Bolus phantom was exhibited. 
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Introduction

  As cancer incidence rate increases every year due to genetic 

and environmental factors, various cancer treatment methods 

are also gaining interests. The various approaches to treat can-

cers include surgery, anti-cancer therapy, and radiotherapy.1,2) 

However, cancer cells cannot be completely removed by sur-

gery; moreover, if cancer has metastasized to other organs, ra-

diation is to be applied, in which case, normal tissues are in-

evitably damaged by the radiation. The method of treating can-

cer by administering anti-cancer drugs causes a side effect of 

damaging normal tissues. Recently, radiofrequency hyperthermia 

as a cancer treatment method that does not damage normal tis-

sues while destroying cancer cells is gaining interest. As it 

maintains the normal tissues of the human body by minimizing 

the side effect on the cells and tissues inside human body 

while focusing on damaging cancer cells, it is widely used in 

clinical treatment.3) It is based on the principle that human tis-
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Fig. 1. Making of agar phantom: 

(a) Agar phantom mold, (b) Agar 

powder of MSC Co. Ltd, (c) 

Sterile water, (d) Gel agar solidi-

fied with phantom, (e) Gel agar 

phantom separated from the 

mold, (f) Completed production 

of agar phantom.

sues sensitive to heat, such as those affected by cancer, are 

easily damaged when exposed to a temperature of 42.5oC or 

higher. The advantage of hyperthermia is that the treatment ef-

ficiency is increased by 1.1 to 6.14 times without causing any 

side effects on patients with diverse types of cancers.4-7) As ra-

diofrequency hyperthermia is used directly on the affected area, 

it is essential to manage the accuracy of the radiofrequency hy-

perthermia device. While applying a radiofrequency hyper-

thermia device clinically, a hyperthermia plan for the treatment 

of cancer should be established, and measurement of the actual 

temperature inside the hyperthermia should be performed regu-

larly to efficiently transfer thermal energy to the cancer cells. 

Currently, in clinical applications, the temperature rise and dis-

tribution of a radiofrequency hyperthermia device are measured 

using an agar phantom, a human-body-equivalent material. 

However, as agar phantom is vulnerable to long-term preserva-

tion, a new phantom, Gel Bolus phantom, was produced by 

comparing its temperature distribution characteristics with those 

of the existing agar phantom. This new Gel Bolus phantom can 

be used for the hyperthermia device. The temperature dis-

tribution characteristic of the Gel Bolus phantom was also 

studied. 

Materials and Methods

  Celsius TCS, Celsius42＋ GmbH (Celsius, Germany) in the 

radiofrequency hyperthermia device, and, to measure the tem-

perature of the produced “Gel Bolus phantom”, Tempsens 

(TMS-G4-10-100SCA-M2-C42, Canada), a thermometer, and a 

temperature sensor (OTG-MPK5, Canada) were used. Moreover, 

powder agar CAR-15 (MSC Co., Korea) was used to produce 

agar phantom and super flex bolus (BOL-X II, USA) was used 
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Fig. 2. Gel bolus phantom.

Fig. 4. Illustration of the simulation model on the gel bolus 

phantom.

Fig. 3. Illustration of the simulation model on the agar phantom.

to produce the Gel Bolus. 

1. Production of agar phantom 

  To produce an agar phantom in the form of the lower abdo-

men of a human body, an agar phantom mold in the size of 

300×300×200 mm was produced using 2-mm-thick austenitic 

stainless steel KS STS304, and a mixture of 100 ml powder 

agar and 19,000 ml sterile distilled water was poured into the 

mold and separated from it after a 24-h solidification process 

(Fig. 1). 

2. Production of Gel Bolus phantom 

  A human-body-equivalent material, which is chemically 

composed of elements such as carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, and 

phosphorus, and with a specific gravity similar to that of water 

(density of 1.03 g/cm3), was banked up to 200 mm. The 

height of the Gel Bolus was same as that of the agar phantom, 

so as to not allow the generation of any air layer between the 

surfaces of the bolus (Fig. 2).

3. Measurement of temperature distribution at depth 

points 

  The temperatures of the agar and Gel Bolus phantoms were 

raised to 36.5±3oC, and a temperature sensor was inserted at 

the depths of 5, 10, and 15 cm from the phantom central axis. 

The rate of temperature increase and the coefficient of deter-

mination were analyzed while applying output powers of 100 

W and 150 W, respectively, at intervals of 1 min for 60 min 

under conditions where the indoor temperature was in the 

range 24.5∼27.5oC, humidity was 35∼40%, internal cooling 

temperature of the electrode was 20oC, size of the upper elec-

trode was 250 mm, and the size of the lower electrode was 

250 mm (Figs. 3 and 4). 

Result

1. Temperature distribution in the agar phantom 

  The analysis of the temperature change of 360 kJ at depth 

points with the output power of 100 W applied for 60 min in-

dicated that the coefficients of determination were 0.9946, 

0.9835, and 0.9949 at depths of 5, 10, and 15 cm, respec-

tively. In addition, the temperature of the agar phantom rose 

by 1oC at 9.06, 10.95, and 9.94 min at depths of 5, 10, and 

15 cm from the phantom central axis, respectively (Fig. 5). 
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Fig. 5. Depth of measurement temperature on the agar phantom 

for 60 min at 100 W output power.

Fig. 7. Depth of measurement temperature on the gel bolus 

phantom for 60 min at 100 W output power.

Fig. 6. Depth of measurement temperature on the agar phantom 

for 60 min at 150 W output power.

Fig. 8. Depth of measurement temperature on gel bolus 

phantom for 60 min at 150 W output power.

  The analysis of the temperature change of 540 kJ at depth 

points with the output power of 150 W applied for 60 min in-

dicated that the coefficients of determination were 0.9982, 

0.9968, and 0.9977 at depths of 5, 10, and 15 cm, respec-

tively. In addition, temperature of the agar phantom rose by 

1oC at 6.33, 6.29, and 6.77 min at depths of 5, 10, and 15 cm 

from the phantom central axis, respectively (Fig. 6). 

2. Temperature distribution in the Gel Bolus phantom 

  The analysis of the temperature change of 360 kJ at depth 

points with the output power of 100 W applied for 60 min in-

dicated that the coefficients of determination were 0.9926, 

0.9934, and 0.9908 at depths of 5, 10, and 15 cm, respec-

tively. In addition, the temperature of the agar phantom rose 

by 1oC at 11.93, 12.45, and 14.18 min at depths of 5, 10, and 

15 cm from the phantom central axis, respectively (Fig. 7). 

  of the analysis of the temperature change of 540 kJ at deep 

points with the output power of 150 W applied for 60 min in-

dicated that the coefficients of determination were 0.9963, 

0.9956, and 0.9959 at depths of 5, 10, and 15 cm, respec-

tively. In addition, the temperature of the agar phantom rose 

by 1oC at 6.59, 8.01, and 8.67 min at depths of 5, 10, and 15 

cm from the phantom central axis, respectively (Fig. 8). 
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Fig. 9. 5-cm depth for 60 min at 100 W output power for the 

temperature analysis of the agar and gel bolus phantoms.

Fig. 10. 5-cm depth for 60 min at 150 W output power for the 

temperature analysis of the agar and gel bolus phantoms.

3. Comparative analysis of the temperatures measured 

in the agar and Gel Bolus phantoms 

  1) Comparison of the temperatures measured at 

5-cm depth with 100 W output power: The coefficients of 

determination obtained with 100 W output power at the depth 

of 5 cm from the phantom central axis were 0.9946 in the 

agar phantom and 0.9926 in the Gel Bolus phantom, and the 

time taken for a temperature increase of 1oC in the Gel Bolus 

phantom was analyzed to be 11.93 min, which was 2.87 min 

longer than 9.06 min, the time taken in the agar phantom. The 

temperature rise gradients of the agar and Gel Bolus phantoms 

were found to be 0.1104 and 0.0838, respectively (Fig. 9).

  2) Comparison of the temperatures measured at 

5-cm depth with 150 W output power: The coefficients of 

determination obtained with 150 W output power at the depth 

of 5 cm from the phantom central axis were 0.9982 in the 

agar phantom and 0.9963 in the Gel Bolus phantom, and the 

time taken for a temperature increase of 1oC in the Gel Bolus 

phantom was analyzed to be 6.59 min, which was 0.26 min 

longer than 6.33 min, the time taken in the agar phantom. The 

temperature rise gradients of the agar and Gel Bolus phantoms 

were found to be 0.158 and 0.1517, respectively (Fig. 10). The 

equations of temperature change with time of the agar and Gel 

Bolus phantoms can be expressed as follows in the state the 

phantom temperature is raised to 36oC: 

Y(A)=0.158X＋36 (1)

Y(G)=0.157X＋36 (2)

  Here, Y(A) is the agar phantom function, Y(G) is the Gel 

Bolus phantom function, and X represents time. 

  By comparing Equations (1) and (2), if the output is set to 

150 W and the temperature is measured at 5-cm depth, the 

Gel Bolus phantom value can be converted to the measured 

value of the agar phantom. 

  3) Comparison of the temperatures measured at 

10-cm depth with 100 W output power: The coefficients 

of determination obtained with 100 W output power at the 

depth of 10 cm from the phantom central axis were 0.9935 in 

the agar phantom and 0.9934 in the Gel Bolus phantom, and 

the time taken for a temperature increase of 1oC in the Gel 

Bolus phantom was analyzed to be 12.48 min, which was 1.53 

min longer than 10.95 min, the time taken in the agar 

phantom. The temperature rise gradients of the agar and Gel 

Bolus phantoms were found to be 0.0913 and 0.0803, re-

spectively (Fig. 11).

  4) Comparison of the temperatures measured at 

10-cm depth with 150 W output power: The coefficients 

of determination obtained with 150 W output power at the 

depth of 10 cm from the phantom central axis were 0.9967 in 

the agar phantom and 0.9956 in the Gel Bolus phantom, and 

the time taken for a temperature increase of 1oC in the Gel 

Bolus phantom was analyzed to be 8.01 min, which was 1.72 
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Fig. 11. 10-cm depth for 60 min at 100 W output power for the 

temperature analysis of the agar and gel bolus phantoms.

Fig. 13. 15-cm depth for 60 min at 100 W output power for the 

temperature analysis of the agar and gel bolus phantoms.

Fig. 14. 15-cm depth for 60 min at 150 W output power for the 

temperature analysis of the agar and gel bolus phantoms.

Fig. 12. 10-cm depth for 60 min at 150 W output power for the 

temperature analysis of the agar and gel bolus phantoms.

min longer than 6.29 min, the time taken in the agar phantom. 

The temperature rise gradients of the agar and Gel Bolus 

phantoms were found to be 0.1591 and 0.1249, respectively 

(Fig. 12). 

  5) Comparison of the temperatures measured at 

15-cm depth with 100 W output power: The coefficients 

of determination obtained with 100 W output power at the 

depth of 15 cm from the phantom central axis were 0.9949 in 

the agar phantom and 0.9908 in the Gel Bolus phantom, and 

the time taken for a temperature increase of 1oC in the Gel 

Bolus phantom was analyzed to be 14.18 min, which was 4.24 

min longer than 9.94 min, the time taken in the agar phantom. 

The temperature rise gradients of the agar and Gel Bolus 

phantoms were found to be 0.1006 and 0.0705, respectively 

(Fig. 13). 

  6) Comparison of the temperatures measured at 

15-cm depth with 150 W output power: The coefficients 

of determination obtained with 150 W output power at the 

depth of 10 cm from the phantom central axis were 0.9977 in 

the agar phantom and 0.9956 in the Gel Bolus phantom, and 

the time taken for a temperature increase of 1oC in the Gel 

Bolus phantom was analyzed to be 8.67 min, which was 1.9 

min longer than 6.77 minutes, the time taken in the agar 

phantom. The temperature rise gradients of the agar and Gel 

Bolus phantoms were found to be 0.1477 and 0.1153, re-

spectively (Fig. 14). 
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Discussion and Conclusion

  The comparison of the permittivity of the two phantoms re-

sulting from their material properties can enable us to derive 

appropriate equations. Owing to the time it takes to produce 

an agar phantom, it is impossible to use the agar phantom if 

the temperature is required to be measured suddenly for accu-

racy management of a hyperthermia device. However, as a Gel 

Bolus phantom can measure the temperature of a hyperthermia 

device immediately in an emergency, it is assumed to be fea-

sible as a substitutive phantom if the temperature is measured 

at a depth of 5 cm using with 150 W output power. 

  For cancer treatment, surgery, anti-cancer therapy, radio-

therapy, and hyperthermia are employed. Among these, as hy-

perthermia causes less damage to normal tissues than when 

treated with radiotherapy and the radiation chemistry therapy, 

it has become an acceptable approach in the cancer treatment 

field.8,9) As new blood vessels of cancer cells have more im-

paired blood flow than normal blood vessels, they are easily 

destroyed when a temperature increase is induced, because the 

vascular system cannot be maintained.10,11) Moreover, if hyper-

thermia is carried out parallel with the oxygen regeneration ef-

fect, the treatment effect can be enhanced by increasing the 

chemosensitivity to cancer tissues.12,13) A radiofrequency hyper-

thermia device effectively transfers thermal energy to cancer 

cells. However, as a radiofrequency hyperthermia device is di-

rectly used on the affected area, it is essential to manage the 

accuracy of temperature change. In this study, the agar used to 

develop the human body model phantom is a material that is 

frequently used by bionics researchers as it is composed of a 

human-body-equivalent material having a physical character-

istic where the shape can be easily changed.14,15) However, 

agar phantom biologically allows bacteria such as mildew to 

easily reproduce. Accordingly, the temperature was measured 

using the Gel Bolus phantom, also composed of a human- 

body-equivalent material used for radiation oncology. The co-

efficients of determination of the agar phantom when the out-

put powers were 100 W and 150 W were found to be between 

0.9935 and 0.9982, and those of the Gel Bolus phantom were 

between 0.9926 and 0.9956, respectively, which are shown to 

be close to 1. Further, it was observed that the time taken for 

a temperature rise lengthened by 2.87 min when the output 

was 100 W and 1.29 min when the output was 150 W. The 

temperature rise gradient correction factor of the Gel Bolus 

phantom was between 1.137 and 1.427 when the output power 

was 100 W and between 1.042 and 1.281 when the output 

power was 150 W. 

  Through this study, the temperature distribution of a radio-

frequency hyperthermia device could be determined using the 

proportional index and the time taken for temperature rise 

when an agar phantom and a newly produced Gel Bolus phan-

tom, both composed of human-body-equivalent materials, were 

appropriately used. It showed the usefulness of the Gel Bolus 

phantom. 
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